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Amazon Heart
Thunder Ride 2008
took 2 survivors

lrom Los Angeles to
Sail Francisco.
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MEGAN DWYER, a triathlete from California, and
Meredith CampbeJI, a fundraiser from Brisbane,
Australia, should never have met. But a 2002 sailing
competition in Sydney, Australia, brought them
together, forming a friendship that resulted in a differ
ent kind of support for breast cancer survivors.
Dwyer and Campbell both survived breast cancer in
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their early 30S and agreed that women needed options
for healing opporumities that would challenge them
to grow while providing a social impact. The result:
Amazon Heart (wwwamazonheart.org).
For the past five years, Amazon Heart has devel
oped adventures for survivors that raise funds and
awareness, such as hiking treks and motorcycle trips
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Alyssa Schiller lIop ro~1, centeli,
diagnosed at 29. (vas tile youngest Mer

in California. the United Kingdom, and

initially approached her she thought i

Australia; and social impact projects, such

sounded like an amazing idea.

as constructing cottages for orphans in In

"Harley-Davidson was excited to sup

dia. Providing experiences that combine

port this event where the women cOllle

a physical or personal challenge and peer

together and celebrate surviving and che

support, Dwyer says the programs offer

freedom of the open road to celebrate life,"

time for self-discovery in an environment

says Prevish. adding that the company pro

where everyone speal<s the same language

vides each rider a Harley- Davidson jacket

abou t a shared experience.
\Vomen pay their own expenses and

to keep
The Amazon Heart Thunder motor

raise at least $10500 to either pay for the

cycle ride in September 2008 brought

project or to support other organizations

together 20 breast cancer survivors. in

assisting young survivors. Campbell pro

cluding two with metastatic disease. from

vides each woman fund raising templates
and event ideas, saying that women often
tell their stories for the first time during
fund raising efforts.
In designing Amazon Heart, the wom
en rurned. in part, to Campbell's sister,
Suzanne Chambers (Steginga), PhD, the
director of research at the Cancer Council

"

THESE were

women who I had
never met who were
saying the same things

~eensland, "vho started the first suppOrt

group for young breast cancer survivors in

eight states and the UK. for

J

more than

800-mile ride from Los Angeles to San
Francisco. The women, diagnosed between
the ages of 29 and 53. included experienced
riders as well as those who learned to ride
for the event (see sidebar. page 58). Four
participants drove two vans that hauled
luggage and provided additional support.
such as taking riders to eat in the CVelll11g

I had said and felt. I

and stopping for emergencies.

could see myself with

lIVI

them. "

vors. Schiller, diagnosed at 29 signed up

Australia. Her research confirmed what
Dwyer and Campbell felt: Young survivors
feel isolated. and their needs may not be
met by traditional support services.
Chambers studied 21 women taking part
in a 2005 Amazon Heart motorcycle ride
and found that "adventure events where

lOl

need to connect with other young survi

-ALYSSA SCHILLER

women undertake emotional and physical

au

For Alyssa Schiller the ride fuifilJc.d her

after reading profiles of women from past
rides on the Amazon Heart website.
"These were women who 1 had never

challenge in an environment of group peer

met who were saying the same things 1 had

support provide opportunity for personal

said and felt. I could see myself with them"

growth." The findings will join the growing number of studies

A rider for more than a year at the time, the Oregon morher

on post-traumatic growth when it appears later this year in the

of three says she was surprised how the same fears. hopes, w;1nts.

Journal ofPsychosocial Oncology.
"It is the combination of a physical challenge in strong

ended the ride feeling inspired to live life to the fullest

peer support that leads to the possibility of transformational
change," Chambers says.

and needs could come from such a diverse group. She says she
"( would never have done anything like this had it not been
for the breast cancer," says Schiller, now 32 .. If breast cancer
taught me anything, it's that I deserve this."

T RCYC ES AND HEALING

Women are only required to be breast cancer survivors to

Since 2004, [09 women have tal<en part in the Amazon

take part in Amazon Heart excursions. Those with metastatic

Heart motorcycle excursions in partnership with Harley

disease often do not include that information when applying.

Davidson Motor Company in the United States, Harley
Davidson Australia, and Harley- Davidson UK., which make

Dwyer says, fearing they will be turned down.
"Actually, they are first on the list," Dwyer says.

motorcycles available for the rides in each respective country.

anything we can to manage this for all women."

"\,J./c

will do

Leslie Prevish, women's outreach manager for Harley

Stacy Thayer, RN, a survivor and psychiatric nurse from the

Davidson Motor Company. says when Dwyer and Campbell

San Francisco Bay Area. has been on all the US. rides since the
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The woman explained to Neal that she was
registered for the following weekend's class

THE SIGN over the Amazon Heart
table at the 2008 Young Survival Coalition Annual Conference read: "What if

on April 10 and had to cancel because she
had just been diagnosed with breast cancer
and was undergoing radiation treatments.
"Needless to say, Colette was put into her

breast cancer was just the start of an incredible journey?"

seat, and at that point I knew that Colette
I

was sent to us for a reason," Neal says.
COLETIE NICHOLS, 42, the

What Nichols now calls "the magic" con

sentiment hit home. The year before, while

tinued. She needed to raise money to cover

attending the same meeting, she felt hopeful

her expenses for the ride and wanted to raise

that the clinical trial using weekly doses

$5,000 for Amazon Heart, a challenge since

of Avastin
(paclitaxel

(bevacizumab)

and

Abraxane

reformulation) would work

she was living on disability. Tina Jarman,

on

the dealership's public relations manager

her lung metastases from breast cancer.

at the time, helped Nichols set up fundrais

She endured side effects such as fatigue,

ing events, and Neal told Nichols' story to

neuropathy, and nosebleeds, but had just

her service organization, The Loyal Order of

learned she was officially disease-free.

Moose, which provided candy for Nichols to

And something else had changed. Despite

sell as well as a cash donation.

financial hardship that required moving into
her parents' basement, Nichols had decided
to live.
The motivator, she says, was a book called
Crazy Sexy Cancer by Kris Carr, which detailed

Carr's struggle with incurable cancer. Nichols
says she started emulating the author by

Nichols was also active, using the fund

II

that I
am a thrill seeker, but I need to take
that sense of living out loud and do it
every day." -c
0 LETTE
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Amazon Heart to send out let
ters, and she provided breast
health information at events.
Ultimately,

Nichols

received

around $5,000 in gear, class

becoming "proactive," changing her diet and

es, and funds from the dealer-

seeking acupuncture for her neuropathy.

ship and another $2,000 from

"When people would say, 'I have gotten so

find out about classes to get her license.

many gifts from cancer,' I would say, 'bull,' "

Nichols did just that, sending an e-mail to the

Nichols says. "But cancer did kick me in the

dealership when she returned home.

Neal's efforts.
Lindy Hall, the Baltimore police officer who
tested Nichols' class for their licenses, of

'arse' to make me realize that life is more

Nichols talked with Jean Neal, dealership

fered Nichols an extra bike she owned. Hall,

than getting up in the morning and going to

manager for the Rider's Edge New Rider

Neal, and one of the dealership's instructors

bed at night."

Course, who called Amazon Heart cofounder

rode with Nichols to get her prepared.

In early 2008 when Nichols stopped at the

Megan Dwyer to better understand the ride.

Nichols says the ride became the light at

Neal explained that before committing to

the end of the tunnel, knowing full well that

Nichols, the dealership wanted to be sure

time was not on her side when it came to

they could support her all the way.

metastatic breast cancer. "It's not that I am

1I""""'=--rco:aU.:a.g
3:-,a.::-d.le

take that sense of liVing out loud and do it

Amazon Heart table, she was immediately
engaged by the organization's volunteer, who
explained she was recruiting survivors to ride
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raising templates provided by
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a thrill seeker," Nichols says, "but I need to

every day." Her new light is the 2009 Amazon

motorcycles from Los Angeles to San Fran

When Nichols met Neal to schedule a

cisco. The ride, she explained was in Septem

class, she learned that even though it was

"I think my life is as beautiful today as

ber-seven months away.

Heart Thunder ride in Australia this May.

only the first week of April, the classes were

it could be," Nichols says. "If I had to do it

Nichols, a former teacher, told the woman

full into july, leaving Neal concerned that

again, it's scary, but I think I would." She re

she always wanted to ride but didn't know

Nichols wouldn't have time to practice the

mains cancer-free. C

the first thing about it. Undeterred, the volun

required 1,000 miles before the September

teer urged her to contact the Harley-Davidson

ride. While they chatted, Neal noticed a wom

Read more about Nichols' Amazon Heart ex

dealership in her hometown of Baltimore to

an outside her office and excused herself.

perience at myspace.com/coletteSjourney.'..
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group began and now serves on
the board She says that sometimes
the change that occurs in a woman
who takes part is immediate, but
then there are others who appear
not to have gotten anything from
the ride-and then come back the

the moment. "They want to not
be the person who has cancer any
more but the person who hikes
through a mountain, rides mo
torcycles, or builds a buildi ng. It's
an opportunity to create a new
identity in a short time. To be
identified by your skills and not
next year to do it again.
In 2004 Thayer became
by your cancer."
friends with another rider when
Colette Nichols, one of the
she found out they both collected
riders with metastatic disease,
shot glasses. After the ride they e Stacy Thayer, RN, rides the 2005 Hartey-Dal/idson Softail Deluxe that was willed to says she could forget abollt can
her by a former rider
mailed and sent each other shot
cer while riding.
"I don't think of the women from the ride as fellow cancer
glasses. In one e-maiL she told Thayer about riding her new
2005 Harley- Davidson Softail Deluxe.
survivors but as fellow bikers-who happen to have had can
Thayer was shocked to hear that her friend died in January
cer," Nichols says. "We were brought together by cancer, but
2007 because no one knew she was sick. Thayer was even more
that wasn't what created the closeness. It was the ride."
surprised to learn that her friend had willed her the motorcy
Dwyer and Campbell have helped similar groups start rides
cle-the one she was supposed to be riding. "There were only
in New Zealand, and, after the Thunder Ride in Ca.lifornia
nine miles on it when it was delivered," Thayer says.
this fall, these groups will assume all the rides while Dwyer and
Thayer rode the bike in the 2008 ride, keeping her passenger
Campbell design new adventures. C
foot pegs down in memory of her friend.
Read breast cancer survivor and editor-at-Iarge Kathy LaTour's dally
diary and see more photos from the 2008 Amazon Heart Thunder

Campbell says the ride is life-changing for those who seize

motorcycle ride at www.curetoday.com/warrior_survivors. "

Amazon Heart 2008 riders came from eight states, the U.K., and Australia (author I(athy La Tour at far right).
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